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The Gemeo Story
Gemeo was born from the idea of offering aesthetic
and high-quality tableware at great prices. Everyone
must be able to enjoy a delicious meal on a nice plate
or served in a nice bowl and with Gemeo we want to
achieve this.
The name Gemeo means twin in Portuguese. The
twins Jeroen and Pieter Gysels have a passion for
food and especially how to present food aesthetically.
As both industrial engineers, they know how to
evaluate production processes like no else and keep
the quality as high as possible.
Service is priority number 1. The customer is central
to Gemeo and we are always open to for your ideas
and opinions.

Olavo
Olavo has a beautiful green natural color combined
with the sleek shapes of this line. Because of that
green color you literally bring nature into your plate.

Plate - ø 27 cm - Green
110010527

Plate - ø 20 cm - Green
110010520

Bowl - ø 14 cm - Green
110020514

Bowl- ø 22 cm - Green
110020522

Mug - ø 8,5 cm - Green
110050507

Wade
Wade is very robust but elegantly finished with a
shiny glaze layer. The plates and bowls of this set
are deeper than the usual plates, giving you more
of a restaurant feeling when serving your food. The
Gemeo Wade can be used on all occasions.

Plate - ø 27 cm - Light grey
101010928

Plate - ø 20 cm - Light grey
101010920

Bowl - 14 cm - Light grey
101020914

Mug - 300 ml - Light grey
101050910

Mauricio
Mauricio is one of the tighter lines in the Gemeo
range. With its dark grey hue and its sleek and
elegant design, your food looks much better. If you
want to add color to your plate, use the Mauricio
as a base and work with bright colors in your diet.
Highly recommended.

Plate - ø 26 cm - Grey
114010926

Plate - ø 20,5 cm - Grey
114010920

Bowl - ø 17 cm Grey
114020917

Cup + saucer 180 ml - Grey
114040918

Hamuza Azul
Hamuza Azul is part of the Hamuza line. Like the
Hamuza Verde, this line is made up of a red-brown
colored clay with a grey-blue glaze layer. The glaze
layer is not fully extended to the bottom of the
board, so that the colored clay is visible.

Plate - ø 27 cm - Blue grey
111011927

Plate - ø 19 cm - Blue grey
111011919

Salad bowl - ø 25 cm - Blue
grey
111021925

Bowl- ø 14 cm - Blue grey
111021914

Cup + saucer - 180 ml - Blue
grey
111041918

Mug - 220 ml - Blue grey
111051908

Hamuza Verde
Hamuza Verde is part of the Hamuza line. Like the
Hamuza Azul, this line is made up of a red-brown
colored clay with a light green glaze layer. The glaze
layer is not fully extended to the bottom of the
board, so that the colored clay is visible.

Plate - ø 27 cm - Green
111010527

Plate - ø 19 cm - Green
111010519

Bowl - ø 14 cm - Green
111020514

Cup + saucer - 180 ml - Green
111040518

Mug - 220 ml - Green
111051508

Zino
The Zino line offers the possibility to add that extra
touch to your table with a simple white plate. This
white plate with a low raised edge is something that
everyone should have at home.

Plate - ø 28 cm - White
104010127

Plate - ø 22 cm - White
104010122

Bowl - ø 21 cm - White
104020121

Mug - ø 11 cm - White
104040111

Plate- ø 13,5 cm - White
104010113

Magar
The Magar line is an elegant design with various
grey-blue hues. With its dark border, more depth
given to the design. Grey does not always mean dull
and dark here.

Plate - ø 26,5 cm Blue grey
112010927

Plate - ø 21 cm Blue grey
112010921

Plate - ø 15 cm Blue grey
112010915

Soup bowl - ø 19,5 cm Blue grey
112020919

Bowl - ø 15 cm Blue grey
112020915

Mug - 220 ml Blue grey
112040910

Taber
Taber is designed to find a way between the classic
white design and the organic colors of our other
designs. The light creamy colored dots in this range
provide a more playful character. So this is not an
ordinary white plate.

Plate - ø 26,5 cm - Cream
113010126

Plate - ø 21,5 cm Cream
113010121

Bowl - ø 14 cm - Cream
113020114

Bowl - ø 11 cm - Cream
113020111

Cup + saucer 180 ml - Cream
113040122

Pablo
Pablo is the first Aperitif line that Gemeo brings to the market. Our days are
getting busier and we have less and less time. It was therefore important for
Gemeo to work on aperitif material to get families and friends all around the
table to enjoy a nice drink in combination with cozy snacks. The Pablo line is
colorful, playful and perfect for sharing those little tasty snacks with each other.

Bowl 3x - 5,7 cm brown/blue/green
102161505

Bowl 3x - ø 8,5 cm brown/blue/green
102161508

Bowl 3x - ø 10 cm brown/blue/green
102161510

Sandro
With the Sandro line we have chosen to combine
the trend color for 2020 (brownish-beige colors)
with the white everyday colors of tableware. In this
line we have not chosen for organic shapes but we
used more straight lines in this design. This Sandro
lines is kept playful due to the black speckle in the
white surface and the reaction of the brown-beige
color at the outside.

Plate - ø 26 cm - Sand
115010426

Plate - ø 19 cm Sand
115010419

Bowl - ø 16,5 cm - Sand
115020416

Mug - 440 ml - Sand
115040444

Gabor
Gabor is the everyday cutlery set available in 4 different colors. Its wider handle
feels very comfortable. Yet this ‘everyday’ cutlery gives that extra touch of cachet
to your service.

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Black matte
201100200

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Silver mirror
201110101

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Silver matte
201101300

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Champagne mirror
201102001

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Champagne matte
201102000

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Bronze matte
201101400

Serwa
Gemeo Serwa cutlery set 16pcs has a unique design combined with beautiful
colors. The cutlery set is made of stainless steel 304 which gives an extremely
high resistance to corrosion. The knife is made of stainless steel 420 for
optimum hardness. Stainless steel 420 is used in the surgical world because of
its extremely high wear resistance.

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Black
200100200

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Black/gold
200101202

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Black/silver
200101302

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Gold
200101200

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Bronze
200101400

Cutlery set - 16 pieces Silver
200101300
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